
Time for backcountry hikers' needs to be considered
It has been 12 years since we lost access to the Singing Pass trail parking lot to a washout. 
Engineering science says that the road to the parking lot is unfixable as it will continue to 
slump. The road to the IPP on the Blackcomb side of Fitzsimmons Creek is an 
alternative, but is currently gated and the creek remains un-bridged.
Several branches of government are theoretically in favour of an improvement in the 
situation, but it has become "no-one's priority" since 2012.
Tenure holders on the land include Whistler Blackcomb (WB), Innergex (IPP), and 
Whistler Sport Legacies (sliding centre).
These are also theoretically in favour of using this road to a bridge (to come) to access the 
trail, but WB fears vandalism to its "bone yard" of discarded ski equipment, and won't un-
gate the road, although all other users (zip-line, bikers, ATV and snowmobile companies) 
get car access.
These parties have all suggested a trail access down the gated road to Fitzsimmons Creek, 
but the hiking community, which used to be able to hike to Singing Pass and back in one 
day, even from Vancouver, can no longer do this. The five kilometres on the Whistler 
side add an extra hour through the dangerous road slump (requiring a rope) as does the 
long walk in proposed on the Blackcomb side.
Surely the public finally deserves some consideration for a trail that predates all of these 
developments, and is one of the major accesses to Garibaldi Park. The responsible 
governing bodies should find a way through the regulatory morass to reinstate a road to a 
parking lot and foot bridge.
The land in question is public but has been tenured to groups that are blocking access to 
our park. The Singing Pass trail is important because of the loss of other accesses: Black 
Tusk microwave road (gated); Swift Creek logging road (decommissioned, then washed 
out); and Brohm Ridge (taken over by Black Tusk Snowmobiles). This leaves Diamond 
Head Road (treacherous in winter) and the Black Tusk Trail (treacherous to ski on ice). 
Increased population pressure and the construction of new huts on the Spearhead demand 
a safe, convenient, 24-hour access.
The newest Garibaldi Park master plan states that there should be a vehicle-accessible 
trailhead and all-weather access routes through the Controlled Recreation Area (CRA) for 
both summer and winter use.
So, what is the holdup? Just do it!
The province has the power to change tenures at renewal, which I understand is this year 
for Whistler Blackcomb.
Is the government in WB's back pocket? This government has always made plain its 
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desire to facilitate ski businesses, which (in turn) have a history of denying public access 
to public forest and park lands (Seymour, Cypress, Callaghan, Whistler Blackcomb) and 
taking over parkland (Depencier on Seymour, Strachan Mtn. at Cypress, Whistler and 
Blackcomb peaks, and Flute Mountain).
The Federation of Mountain Clubs was excluded from the latest meeting where the fait 
accompli was announced — no opening of the required road.
And Whistler Blackcomb expects support from the public against Garibaldi at Squamish, 
which would put a drivable road to the alpine usable by backcountry skiers?
Possible solutions: (1) bulldozing a temporary walking track up the six-metre mud cliff in 
the Whistler-side slump and (2) fencing the "bone yard" and opening the gate.
Lesley Bohm
Vancouver
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